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Introduction

\f,ILLIAll E. JAIf,ES and SUBROTO ROY

Pakistan came to be founded somewhat abruptly during the tumul-
tuous years witnessed by the subcontinent before and after the
Second World War of 1939 to 1945. Marked by the uprooting and
dispossession of millions of men, women and children, and the
carnage of scores of thousands of innocents, the partition of India
in 1947 left bitter memories and feelings of hatred among the
simple non-political masses who had mostly lived in amity and
harmony before.

In view of the apprehension that Muslims would become a
political minority in a united subcontinent free of European
rule, the new country was to provide a homeland which would
protect their cultural distinctiveness. But millions of non-
Muslims remained in Pakistan, which also inherited the great river
which had given the ;rbcontinent its traditional Hellenistic name,
together with many of the monuments and achievements of ancient
Indian civilization. Scores of millions of Muslims, including many
of the most eminent and prominent, chose to remain in the new
India which took the Sanskrit name of 'Bharat' and which contained
most of the monuments and achievements of the great Islamic
civilization that symbolized a cultural and political intercourse
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with India of more than a thousand years. A new nation-state had
been attempted to be formed with two constituent parts separated
by over one thousand miles of another new nation-state, all of
which had together comprised until the night before the same

economic and political union. Pakistan was to fail to endure in its
original form with the secession of East Pakistan, creating in 1971

yet a third new nation-state with the Bengali name of 'Bangladesh'.
And, of course, the problem of a divided and disputed Kashmir
continues to this day, symbolizing the multiple crises over national
identities on the subcontinent, and lending itself to imitation else-
where. After so much bloodshed and military spending on all
sides, it has become almost impossible to remember that a little
more than a generation or two ago, while there were many grave
problems on the subcontinent, Kashmir was not one of them.

The purpose of the present volume is to contribute to a reason-
able discussion of the political economy of contemporary Pakistan.
This is a purpose important to the citizens, friends and neighbours
of Pakistan alike. There is also a companion volume on the political
economy of India, and together these two volumes may provide a

more comprehensive picture of some of the major problems facing
the subcontinent.

In late i986, the editors of these volumes identified certain
subjects as being of possible medium- and long-term interest to the
peoples of the subcontinent, independent of short-term changes in
government or policy. l'he idea of the project was generously
funded by a joint committee of the East-West Center and the
University of Hawaii as part of the emphasis placed on the conti-
nent of Asia by both institutions. After a process of intensive
consultation and extensive research thrqughout 1987 ancl 1988, it
was decided to treat Pakistan and India distinctly but in tandem,
and a small number of authors were commissioned with individual
subjects for each country. Each essay has been refereed by at least
one and more often two independent readers, and also reviewed
and discussed at a meeting of all the authors at the East-West
Center in Honolulu. in June 1989 in the case of Pakistan and the
month before in the case of India. It should be made explicit that
while it is hoped that this volume may contribute to a reasonable
discussion of modern Pakistan's agenda in the 1990s, the coverage
offered is far from comprehensive. Neither editor is Pakistani, one
being motivated as a student and friend of Pakistan and regional
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(()()lxrrrlion in South Asia, the other as someone concerned with
,'rrl:rrgirr13 thc scope of common understanding as the only key to
Itrrrg tt:rrn nlass economic development on the subcontinent.

lrr wlrirl lirllows we shall first give a short survey of the contents
rrl lhc volume. Part I contains essays by Francis Robinson, Akbar
Ahrncd, Shirin 'fahir-Kheli, Robert LaPorte and Shahid Javed
llurki, and will be discussed in the next section of this chapter.
'l'hcsc e'ssays are concerned with the historical origins of Pakistan,
rts intcrnal and external politics, and the role of its administration,
:rrrtl are of interest both in themselves and because they set the
slrrgc for the economic discussions which follow. Part II of the
volumc has to do with the economy of Pakistan and contains
cssirys by Mohsin Khan, Naved Hamid, Mahmood Hasan Khan,
.lohn Aclams and Shahrukh Rafi Khan. These essays will be dis-
t'trsscd in the following section.

l]ascd on recent research in history, economics and philosophy,
thc I'inal section offers a hypothesis which might help unravel the
lrrrr:rckrx of Kashmir. It is almost 50 years now since the British
rlcparted from the subcontinent and the Kashmir problem began.
I Iirlf a century is q long time in politics or in a person's life, but it
is rrot so long in the history of the subcontinent where there has
hccn a continuous Islamic presence and influence for over a mil-
L'rrium, a continuous Hindu and Buddhist presence and influence
lol several millenia, and a continuous aboriginal presence and
rrrl'luence for even longer. The whole British period and its modern
sctluel will be seen in the long run as one like many others. But
wlrrrt happened in 1947 and the way it happened set up a situ-
;rtiorr which nobody wanted, and which led to a vast,killing and
llrc spread of hatred and bitterness where there was mostly
;rrrrity before. The core of the continuing dispute between pakistan
:rrrtl India has been Kashmir, where vast resources have been
tlririncd from the budgets of both countries by two large armies
l:rt:irrg one another for decades over a disputed boundary. Like all
lrkxrdy, complicht6d drid perennial problems, the problem of
K;rshrnir may have become trapped in hackneyed definitions and
rnistle finitions. A possible key to resolving the matter may lie in
rt'tlclining the questions of the 1930s and 1940s in a fresh way,
r t't ognizing at the same time that there is a certain paradox in the
',rlrr:rtion, and than explaining how that paradox might be resolved.
I lrt' theory we put forward-brief and highly speculative though it
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may be- might help to throw some new light on what is perhaps
the single most significant obstacle which has held back mass
economic development in both countries so far.

Here it must be said rhat the individual authors or editors of this
volume must not be assumed to be in agreement with one another
in any way whatsoever on matters of substance, interpretation or
judgement. The principal responsibility for the substance and
accuracy of what is said in each chapter rests with its author. The
responsibility for the choice of subjects and the choice of authors,
and for the interpretations and theoretical judgements contaihed
in this Introduction rest with the editors. Given the complexity of
the problems of Pakistan and the subcontinent as a whole, it is
necessary to make one's approach with an open mind and in a
democratic spirit. This volume will have fulfilled its purpose if the
essays contained in it are able to engage the reader to reflect upon
and discuss the nature of Pakistan's agenda as the twentieth century
comes to an end.

The opening essay of the volume is by Francis Robinson, who
develops three propositions on the origins of Pakistan. First, the
quest for a Muslim political identity during the period of European
rule in the subcontinent was mainly a phenomenon of the United
Provinces, where Muslims were in a numerical minority and were
apprehensive of the political domination of a Hindu culture.
Secondly, the prominence of the Muslim League at the centre of
Indian politics in the years 1937 to 1947 had little to do with the
political leanings of Muslims in the Muslim-majority provinces.
Thirdly, in none of the Muslim-majority provinces that were even-
tually to form the original Pakistan had there been a solid base of
political support for the creation of such a state. In spite of the
Muslim League's electoral victory of 194546 and the events. that
led to Partition in 1947, there were no established political institu-
tions capable of sustaining a Pakistani identity in the Muslim-
majority provinces which came to comprise Pakistan. The Pakistan
that was established was achieved in the main by the Muslim elites
who had originated from the Muslim-minority provinces of un-
divided India.

In Bengal, the Bengali Muslim League's overwhelm'rng strength
in the 1946 vote also had little to do with the desire to create an
Islamic nation. Rather, voters among the poor were responding to
promises of increased economic opportunity, while those in the
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middle classes were sympathetic to the idea of an independent
Bengal. The hopes of Bengalis for both economic improvement
and political independence were dashed by the outcome of the

Partition. Robinson concludes by observing that Pakistan began

with neither a widely accepted political identity nor a deep-rooted
and trusted political organization.

Turning to contemporary Pakistan, Akbar Ahmed's analysis

indicates some of the main, social and political trends within the
country today, identifying the perceptions and values that each of
four different social and ethnic groups brings to the national arena.

First there are the tribal societies of the Baluchis and Pakhtoons,
with traditional values such as clan loyalty, respect for martial
skills, and fierce assertion of self-reliance. These societies are

changing as modern values and technology intrude through schools,

electricity and rnarkets. Next there is the peasaiit-based agricul-
tural society, comprising the 60 million people of West Punjab,
and characterized by hard work, moderation and political conser-

vatism, and success in government service and the armed forces.

These values have spread beyond Punjab to other agricultural
regions, including Sind. Then there is urban society, illustrated by
the explosive growth since 1947 of Karachi from being a middling
township to a metropoliS filled with refugees and migrants whose

roots are elsewhere. The emerging middle class of professionals,

cntrepreneurs and wealthy farmers are seen to characterize Lahore,
while in Karachi, the centre of industry and trade, one finds a
volatile and complex mix, with ethnic and religious differences

rcsulting in sporadic violence and constant tension. Then there is

rnuhajir society, deriving from the seven million refugees who
llowed from across the border at Partition, and who settled mainly
irr Karachi and other towns turning them into cities. They came

with ambitious expectations, and from among them have emerged
It':rrling industrialists, politicians and civil servants. The refugees of
l';rrtition had the most intense identificition with the Muslim
l t':rgur: and the demand for an independent Pakistan' Their poli-
trt:rl influence has been far out of proportion to their numbers in
tlrr' lxrpulation. More recent refugees have been the Biharis after
lr)/l ;rnd Afghans after 1979|' they, too, have settled in urban
,rr,',rs. l{cfugees have figured prominently in the formation and

!,r,rvtlr of political parties and movements including the Muhajir
I lrr;ruri Mahaz and fundamentalist parties like Jamaat-i-Islami.

I
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The modern industry and consumerism of Lahore and Karachl
now contrasts dramatically with the tribal life of Baluchistan and
the Frontier. While the official ideology has tended to ignore or
even deny the existence of ethnic diversity and conflict within
Islam, Ahmed's chapter suggests instead the acceptance of pluralism
as a principle, and open debate and discussion of issues.

From internal politics we move to external politics with Shirin
Tahir-Kheli's examination of Pakistan's foreign policy. The geo-
graphic position close to American and European interests in the
Persian Gulf, plus competitive. superpower interests during the
Cold War, were utilized by Pakistan's foreign policy-makers to
ensure survival, economic prosperity and regional influence. Not-
able are the friendly relations with the Islamic countries to the
west, and the alliances with the United States and China. At the
same time, the continued adversarial relationship with India has
been the greatest of disappointments.

Robert LaPorte Jr. examines the role and structure of the
bureaucracy. The civil service bureaucracy has dominated policy-
making since the founding of Pakistan. llhe strong and independent
civil service was an inheritance from the British; indeed, some
British members of the service were initiaily retained to assist the
new state. The relative lack of representative institutions and
frequent changes at the head of government allowed the elite civil
service to consolidate its power. Its central role in setting the
parameters of economic, political and foreign policy has remained
a constant.

Shahid Javed Burki then provides the bridge between the dis-
cussion of politics and society and the discussion of economic
questions. Burki sees the bureaucracy as having successfully coped
with the sequence of crises faced by Pakistan since 1947. In over-
coming short-term crises, however, structural deficiencies have
accumulated which cannot be addressed without broad political
consensus. These include a fiscal system with an inelastic revenue
base and without effective control over expenditures; a restrictive
system of trade controls ineffective in promoting exports; an ex-
cessive dependence on external financing arising from inadequate
domestic savings relative to investment; and severe deficiencies in
the provision and distribution of basic public goods and services.
Agreement among citizens regarding solutions to structural problems
can only be built through a political process.

I rrl r,,rltrr I lrttl 19

lrr t lrt' lirst essay of Part II of the volume, Mohsin Khan gives an

,,r't'r vit'w of Pakistan's macroeconomic policy and performance in
r'( ('nt ycars. Growth has averaged more than 5 per cent in real
t('r nrs. thc price level has been reasonably stable, and although the

rh lrt'il on current account has been large, Pakistan has not experi-
,.rrr t'rl linancing difficulties like many other countries. The focus of
nr,r( r()cc()n()mic management has been on the balance of payrnents.

I't'rrotlic adjustments in monetary, fiscal, and exchange rate policies

rrr:rrle t() overcome short-term crises resulting from internal and
( \t('r'n:ll shocks have had an adverse impact on the payments

posrtron. While these policies have been effective in responding to
, rr..t's rrncl short-term problems, other economic policies have not
l,r'r'rr consistent with longer-term objectives. Trade and industrial
p.lrt'ics have treen inward-oriented, with much state control and

rrrlt'r vcntion. Exchange controls, and tariff and non-tariff barriers
lr;rvt' bccn widely used to promote industry. The import-substitution
',tr:r(cgy, rather than increasing the economy's strength and sus-

l:rrrr;rbility, placed it in a precarious situation.
lrr lhc next essay, Mahmood Hasan Khan examines policies

rr'lrrtctl to agriculture and the transformation of peasant and sub-
',r\t('ncc agriculture into commercial agriculture. A mixture of

t,r r, ing, tiu and expenditure policies have been employed to support

,,rrrrrrcrcial agriculture, with sorne success in terms of production
p,r.wtlr. However, efforts to modify institutions in a manner favour-

.rlrl1' 1,, srnall farmers, tenants and landless workers have had little
rrrrp:rt'(. C<>ncentration of economic and political power in rural
, ,,rrurrtrrrities has increased and inequality in ownership and distri-
lrr r liorr of land has remained high. Commercialization and mechan-
r.,.rrr()n have tended to drive marginal peasants into the rural
l.rlr,rrr rnarket as landless workers. Rapid population growth in
r rrr,rl :ucrils and ineffective intensification strategies in agriculture
rrrrrlt'rlic thc aclverse trend. Rural labour has consequently moved

r. 1111,',,, areas or overseas to seek jobs. Subsequently, overseas

r, nuttiurccs have had a substantial impact since the 1970s in reducing

rrrr.rl povcrty. Government interventions in agricultural pricing
lr,rvc l;rlgcly offset the negative impacts of import substitution

1,,,lrt rcs in the industrial sector on the intersectoral terms of trade-
ll,,w('vcr. such interventions have mainly benefited large com-
rrrr rr r:rl lirrmers and have serious budgetary impacts. Since in-
rr..rrrrr'nt in infrastructure, research and development and raising

r
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farrners' capabilities have been neglected, productivity in terms of
yields has not improved at a satisfactory rate. Moving away from
subsidies (and removing the tax-exempt status of agricultural
income) in order to improve the institutional and technological
basis for agriculture are thus on the future agenda. The use of
indirect taxes to transfer the agricultural surplus to other sectors
has been inefficient and inequitable. These policies have weakened
incentives to respond effectively to new markets, technologies and
crops. By placing emphasis on market forces and direct taxes,
agricultural producers can be returned the benefits of a portion of
the investible resources for their own well-being.

Naved Hamid surveys the changes in industrial poliry in Pakistan.
Investment and import licensing had been chosen over more trans-
parent, price-based tariff measures. The controls necessitated by
an overvalued rupee and the subsequent excess demand for imports
had unintended and severe effects on exports. The evolution to a
more neutral trade regime was disrupted by wars and by internal
change. Froml9T2to 1977, industrial policy towards private large-
and medium-scale industry was recast from active promotion to
heavy restriction through state ownership via nationalization and
other controls. Private investment fell. The recent recovery of
irldustrial growth has had the beneficial effect of raising employ-
ment and encouraging the Government to further deregulate the
existing controls. Efforts to stimulate industrial progress are tuming
away from reliance on interventions and controls towards emphasis
on markets, competition and the private sector. Though privatiza-
tion of state-owned enterprises encountered opposition from various
groups, it has now begun to gain momentum. If this new direction
is followed, industrial growth in the 1990s could help move the
country to higher economic growth.

An important factor in the achievement of higher per capita
income in Pakistan will be investment in human,resources and
demographic trends. John Adams observes that population growth
has a momentum that cannot be slowed without effort on several
fronts, especially the status of Pakistani women. Past neglect of
social welfare and human resource investment are reflected in high
birth rates and labour force growth. Low attainment in female
health, literacy, social status and participation rates along with
high infant mortality reinforce a bleak demographic outlook. Rapid
population growth and uneven distribution of opportunities by

2t

1,.t'ographical region and between urban and rural communities
t rt';rtc stresses and tensions in Pakistani society. Labour markets
l:rt'r tkrwnward pressures on real wages and heightened competi-
Iron lirr employment between groups. The existing pressures on
rrrr:rl rcsources are worsened by concentration of landholdings,
lrrrrilcd access to irrigation water, credit and other input markets.
I :rntl redistribution, though highly desirable from the standpoint
,'l lrrr cquitable distribution,of society's resources, is constrained
l,y lxrlitical realities. The limited availability of land and the mount-
rrrp, rrumbers of rural landless make the redistribution of land an
rrrli':rsible strategy for the eradication of poverty. Only if employ-
rrrt'rrl opportunities in non-agricultural and agricultural sectors are
.'xprurcled and population growth (and future labour force expan-
',r.n) slows can the quality of life be raised substgntially for those
rryrllrout wealth. The,status of Pakistani women in the future will
tlt'1x'111t on choices made today with regard to women's rights,
crlrrcirtion and access to public services. Only by bringing infant
( iu(', preventive health services and educational attainment more
rrrto linc with achievements in agricultural and industrial production
will l':rkistan realize its potential.

lirr rnost people on, the subcontinent, investment in human
r ;rpitrrl through learning and education is the main exit strategy
Irorrr a life of poverty. Shahrukh Rafi Khan observes that in
l';rkislrrn, not more than one-quarter of the adult population is
lrlt'rirtc. Enrollment rates in schools have risen over time but
rcru;rirr the lowest in the subcontinent. Enrollment rates of girls in
pnnlirry and secondary schools are extremely low. Inadequate
r('\()rrrccs have been allocated to education: and those that are, are
ollt'n rnisclirected. Tertiary institutions catering to more prosperous

l,.r(,ul)s lxrvc received a disproportionate amount of Government
lrrrrtlilrg with virtually no cost recovery. Moreover, conditions and
l,rr rlrtics irl all levels of public education are grossly inadequate.
llrt'rt' is irbundant evidence that socialteturns to primary and

'.r'r ontlirry cducation are high, and clear policy implications can be
rlr'rrVr'(l. ()vcrcoming cultural impediments to higher enrollment
,,1 l'.rr ls irl llrcsc levels, especially in rural areas, may require added
r,rrnrlrn('nl o[ resources and effort. Without such an approach,
rrr',rnrrrl,,lrrl l)r()gress may not be possible on a large number of
'.,rr r;rl, t'r'onotrric and political issues critical to the future of the
,,,rurtry l'lris highlights the incongruity of apparent economic

I
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growth and modernization without much improvement in the

condition of life for many people.
While it is hoped that the range and depth of these essays will

contribute substantially to the discussion of the agenda of modern

Pakistan, we reiterate that our coverage is far from complete'

There are many other issues and problems in Pakistan which

warrant serious study and inquiry by Pakistan's citizens, scholars

and friends, such as new configurations in internal politics, the

development of democracy and its relationship with the military,
the scope and application of Islamic law in the modern world,
especially in the economy and banking, the treatrnent of women's

questions, and also the problems of narcotics and crime'

Trrr Pln*Dorr or lflsrrrrn
When the project, of which this volume is a part, was initiated in

1986, Pakistan was under military rule. Since then, there has been

a restoration of constitutional democracy and civilian rule with
successive elections. Keeping a long-terrn and practical perspective in

view. the authors of this volume were instructed to focus on

matters of a structural nature. The practical purpose of the volume

is to stimulate debate and discussion in order to iclentify possible

solutions to the problems posed in the various essays in it'
In the past few years, social, political, and economic changes in

Pakistan have been occurring at varying rates. The democratic

political process has facilitated broader discussion and awareness

of economic and social ills. Slowing of economic growth, enlarge-

ment of the public debt, the unfeasibility of subsidizing government

enterprise and paying the bill for essential social and physical

infrastructure have become painfully apparent' If the long-term

purpose of the volume has been vinclicated by the resurgence of
civilian rule and democracy, the practical purpose has been vindi-
cated by the vigorous public debate over fundamental economic

questions concerning foreign exchange, fiscal matters and owner-

ship. lncleed, recent policy pronouncements in the economic realm

are almost wholly consonant with the arguments put forward by

various authors in the volume, particularly Mohsin Khan, Javed

Burki, Naved Hamid, and Hasan Khan. The practical success of
economic reform over the long term will be measured largely by

the progress made in social development. The sustainability of
democracy itself may be in the balance.

Whileitwoulclbepresumptuousfortheeditorstoventureany
lrrrther on their own on these matters, it is to be hoped that others

will take up these and other questions in the future' It may not be

irrappropriate, however, to make reference to one important set of

.1,,"riioru with which this volume has not dealt, namely' those

l,,rvirrg to do with the modern meaning and political significance of

,".,.rlir or religious identities in the subcontinent today' In doing

so, the editorsientind the reader that the interpretations and views

se t out in this section are in no way attributable to the individual

:rrrthors included in the book. Questions of the legal custody of the

lcw square miles of Srinagar Valley may ultimately be superficial

tlcrivatives of these larger questions' Yet these questions of identity

:rre related to the natuie of the post-war configuration of sovereign

Slatesthatappearedonthesubcontinent,andtheintractabilityof
llrc one has affectecl the intractability of the other' In the after-

rrrath of the Second world war, a certain set of decisions and

rlcfinitions were hurriedly made in the subcontinent' especially by

rlreclepartingBritish,andacertainsetofeventstookplace.Ithas
l',ccn assumed as obvious by the elites that the people of the

srrbcontinent must remain prisoners of those definitions and con-

rirtgencies forever. For over 40 years the international context was

such as to constrain or prevent any real thought to challenge the

post-War definitions and contingencies, and there was little in-

c'cntive for the opposing elites in Islamabad or Delhi to find room

Ior reasoning o. 
"oop"ration 

with one another' instead of col-

lrrboration with their corresponding elites in the superpower

t'rrpitals. But the last few years have seen sudden changes take

placc in the world political order, and it is in such a changed

t'rlntextthattheproblemsofthesubcontinenthavetoberedefined
irrrd re-examined, and a search made for reasonable solutions' The

lcst<rftheworldmaybeexpectedtorerrlainconspicuouslywithout
('()nccrn for these problems, leaving it to the peoples of the sub-

corrlinent to make the search for such solutions themselves'

livcryoneknowshowbitterandcomplicatedthepresentsituation
Ir:rs lrccome; everyone has a hero to praise and a villain to'blame;

ltlrtlcvcryonehasapainfulmemoryofPartitionanditsaftermath
or knows somebody who does. In practical terms, it is the problem

ol Kilshmir which has been at the centre of the difficulties of the

lirst livc clecades. [t is because of a ctividecl and disputed boundary

rrr Krrshmir that we have had two large slsries facing one another

ur :rnl1L.r, referring to each other as'dushman'' And it is clear to the

23lrrlroduction
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naked eye that the resulting anns-ra@ and elite-rivalry has greatly
impoverished the general budgets of both Pakistan and India. If it
has benefited important sections of the political and military elites
of both countries, it has done so only at the expense of the general
welfare of the masses. So long as the arms-race continues, the
economies of both countries are likely to remain severely distorted,
and there may be little genuine prospect of improvement in
mass welfare or the large-scale economic development of either
country.

The hypothesis we outline here to try and unravel the paradox
of Kashmir draws from three separate sources of contemporary
research in history, economics and philosophy. The ,historical
source is the outstanding recent work of the Pakistani historian,
Dr. Ayesha Jalal.' The source in modern economics is the simple
'theory of games', from where it is known that rational players
acting in a situation of conflict of interest between them may act
individually in such a way as to produce joint outcomes which are
collectively detrimental to all players. And from contemporary
philosophical research we take the idea that paradoxes and seem-
ingly irreconcilable problems are often the result of being trapped
in hackneyed definitions and misdefinitions, and which might be
resolved once the problems are redefined in a fresh way. In parti-
cular, when there seem to be irreconcilable differences, 'it is a
heuristic maxim that the truth lies not in one of the two disputed
views but in some third possibility which has not yet been thought
of, which we can only discover by rejecting something assumed as

obvious by both the disputants'.'z
The paradox of Kashmir may be stated simply as tbllows: how is it

that in all the debates, bargaining and negotiations in the decades
which preceded 1947, nobody on any side predicted that it was
going to be Kashmir, of all things, which would become the
cardinal problem in the future of the peoples of the subcontinent?
There seem to have been discussions about everything else: about
this majority and that minority, about undivided Punjab and united
Bengal, about joint electorates and protected electorates, about
Centre-province relations, about this Constituent Assembly or
that, about a weak Centre and a strong Centre, and so on and so

forth. But nobody seemed to have talked about Kashmir. How is it
that in all those discussions none of the founding fathers of Pakistan
or India even once predicted what was really going to become the
crucial problem? Were they so lacking in foresight that none could
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:rrrlicipate that within a matter of months, it would be Kashmir that
wirs going to be the basic, interminable and pivotal problem facing
tlrc subcontinent for the next five decades? That it would be

Krrshmir which would lead to large standing armies facing one
:rrrother in anger, causing the economic impoverishment of the
crrtirc subcontinent? Or, to put it differently, is it not extremely
$trange that, there were all our famous statesmen debating for
ycrrrs about the welfare and future of these scores of millions of
lrctrple, then, all of a sudden, there is 1947 and Partition, and
what happens is that all those debates seemed to stop,.and instead
Kashmir, which nobody had been talking abput at all before,
bccclmes and remains for the next 50 years the single most intran-
sigcnt problem? With the benefit of hindsight at least, would that
not strike a reasonable observer today as something which is odd
irnd paradoxical, or which at least deserves an explanation?

The explanation of the paradox may be hidden in the fact that
I hcrc was a relatively neglected topic in the bargaining game which
was being played between Quaid-i-Azam Jinnah, the British, and
tlrc lndian National Congress: this was of course the issue of what
were called the Princely States. For the most part, the Princes
wcre in the implicit background, behind the British on whose
lutclage they depended. But their presence in the game was being
givcn different degrees of importance by the principal players.
()traid-i-Azam Jinnah and the Congress were each giving the
l'rinces different weights, and this did not become explicit enough
lo both players, and furthermore seemed almost deliberately
, rbscured by the British acting in the middle. This might be a key to
:r bctter understanding of the construction of the bargaining game
lrcirrg played through the 1930s and 1940s. No single player under-
stoocl fully the whole game at the time or the strategies of the other

lrlrrycrs or even his own strategy. The result was a collective
( )ulcome which none of the players wartted or found desirable, and
which led to the mass killing of innocents and the conceptual
( ()rrfusion on the subcontinent which has continued to this day.

What has been shown quite definitively by Ayesha Jalal is
tlr;rt the result at Partition was far from what Jinnah had wanted,
rrrtlccd that Jinnah had fundamentally not seemed to want the
l':rrtition of India at all. Dr. Jalal has restored the image of the
( )rr;rid-r.Azam as a chain-smoking lawyer, a Muslim statesman for
tlrc rnodern world, and someone who had b:en essentially a secular-
rrrrrrtlcd nationalist. Jinnah's aim had been to get the best deal
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possible for lndian Muslims; in particular, that they be in an

undominated political situation once the British had left. This
required him to refer to Muslims as a different nation united
behind his sole leadership, a strategy which was in constant danger

of failure given that the real basis of his support lay not in the

Muslim-majority proVinces but in the Muslim-minority provinces.

The larger Muslim-majority provinces of Punjab and Bengai seemed

not only intent on pursuing their own futures as autonomously as

possible, but showed relatively thin real support for the Muslim
League.

But Jinnah's strategy of maximizing the benefits for his consti-
tuents was not properly understood by the other players or even

perhaps by himself at the time. Eventually the Congress leadership

was led to believe that the awful choices they faced were either the

British continuing to stay on, or the Partition of Punjab and

Bengal and the division of the country's assets. The first alter-
native could have meant the failure of the nationalist movement
and the collapse of the Congress. Thus Partition was chosen on the

assumption that it was the only way to obtain Jinnah's agreement

for the British to go immediately. But when this happened, it also

meant that the Quaid-i-Azam's strategy had failed to achieve an

undominated political position for Muslims in an otherwise un-

divided India. Jinnah was playing boldly in a game with high
stakes, though his cards were relatively weak. If his aim of having

Muslims treated with real weight was to be achieved, then he

needed the British, who held the power, to believe or find it in
their interest to believe that his cards were strong. At the same

time he also needed the Congress leadership to believe that his

cards were stronger than they were, but not so strong that the

Congress would actually accept the idea of Partition. The British'
for their own reasons which had to do with the prosecution of their
war against Japan without difficulty from the Congress, found it
convenient to say they believed Jinnah's cards were strong. And
Congress which wanted the British out of India more quickly than

may have been prudent, accordingly misread Jinnah's strategy'

When Congress eventually accepted what Jinnah seemed to be

saying he wanted, they precipitated a situation which gave him

something far from what he really wanted.
The Congress leaders looked around them at the scores of petty

monarchs under Britislt tutelage, and wondered how on earth a
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single nation-state was to be forged out of them, especially in the

context of massive economic problems superimposed by the

Depression and the World War. For it was the forging of a single

nation-state on the subcontinent which comprised their funda-

mental objective. while this question of integration and nation-

building was dominating the subconscious Congress mind, there

was Jinnah in the foreground, having for so long been such a

stalwart secular nationalist, now pressing on relentlessly about the

Muslims being a different nation who must be concerned with

llindu assimilationism or domination. Why could Jinnah simply

not see that the real problem was getting the British out and

integrating all those petty monarchs into a new country which

.,r,.,id th.n take its proper place in the world? In his turn' the

ouaid-i:Azam mtrst have felt that the congress leaders were simply

rcfusing to see his point of view! Jinnah may have been genuinely

concerned about India's territorial integrity and religious amity,

L:ven as he pressed for the strongest deal he could get for his

constituents. There he was engaged, as he saw it, in normal politi-

t.ill activity on behalf of what was the most important single coali-

1i1ln-dsrnsnding, posturing, bluffing and conceding-but he

sccmed to be getting absolutely nowhere'
'lhe rival politicat mythologies in Pakistan and India today depict

r lrc heroes o1 on" side as being the villains of the other. Yet in fact

t'lch sicle could well have thought itself to be secular, perceiving

tlrc other side as being communalist" The Quaid-I-Azam's speech to

rlre C.onstituent Assembly of Pakistan is as secular a manifesto as

;rny, yet he has passed in the political mythology of India as the

rlirstcr of intolerance. Jawaharlal Nehru was the persorlal embodi-

rilt'rrt of secularism, while Mahatma Gandhi's eldest son converted

I() lslam, yet the Congress movement and its ieadership, including

rts ()wn grlat Muslim leaders, have become branded in the political

rrrytlrol<igy of Pakistan as communalists. Indeed, it was around

srrt-h 1l rt-ng secular middle that the legitimate political interests

0l ilrorc conservative Muslims and more conservative Hindus might

Ir;rve comc to be identified.
I lt:rc was a monumental miscommunication and failure of poli-

trt':rl rlialogue if ever there was one, with vast consequences upon

rlrt. Irvcs 0f scores of millions of men, women and children for a

pt'r rotl ol' ncarly five decades. The principal players may have

l)r'('n suhtly but nevertheless completely-at cross-purposes,
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without having a shared understanding of what the precise ques-
tions were supposed to be nor the vision to cut through the
impasse which resulted. The game climaxed in the terrible events
of 1947, an outcome which no player wanted but which every
player got, thanks to the subjective perceptions the players had of
one another's motives-and abilities.

The bargaining game from the Quaid-irAzam's point of view
had been to achieve an undominated political position for Muslims
in a united lndia, and he did not believe this could be done within
Congress. The game from the Congress leadcrs' point of view
stressed the unity of the subcontinent in history, geography,
Ianguage, the arts and music, and feared the opening of the ques-
tion of communalism: their aim was to disprove the pessimism of
the Conservative Party, as represented by Winston Churchill,
regarding the prospects of an independent India. The basis of
British imperialism was the division of India, and the Congress
leadership saw Jinnah's strategy as playing into their hands. Finally,
from the British point of view, the game was mainly what it always
had been since the time the East India Company arrived on the
shores of India-the protection and promotion of British political
and commercial interests. A shift of international economic and
political power had been taking place since the middle of the First
World War from Europe across the Atlantic to America. All
things considered, by the end of the Second World War, Britain
could no longer afford her imperial presence in India. So long as
British commercial interests could be safeguarded as well as pos-
sible, and so long as Britain's imperial self-image was preserved as
much as possible in the form of the Commonwealth, the British
wanted to make as hasty an exit from India as their sense of pomp
and circumstance would permit.

Thus a possible explanation of the paradox of Kashmir, and
hence the root of the problem on the subcontinent today, could be
the fact that while both Quaid-i-Azam Jiirnah and the Congress
Ieadership claimed for themselves the mantle of secularism, and
while neither may have really wanted Partition, each misread the
character. aims and sfrategies of the other- and nrecipitated a
collective outcome which nelther had truly sought. Kashmir became a
problem precisely because it had not been on the agenda of the
main players, and came to symbolize the failure of their political
dialogue. It was not on the agenda of the players because each
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playcr had a different agenda, hidden or open, which had not been
communicated to, or at least was being misread by, the other
player. High on the Congress agenda was the integration of the
l)ctty monarchs and the creation of one secular nation-+tate. Prime
on Jinnah's agenda was the achievement of an undominated poli-
tical position for the Muslims of India. If politics could be con-
ducted in a vacuum then, perhaps, in the course of tirne, the same
irgenda could have been defined and the same questions could
lrave been answered. But'politics were not being conducted in a
vircuum, and the factors of international politics all contributed to
creating the outcome in 1947 and its perpetuation to this day.

Kashmir has become the serious, pivotal and interminable
problem it has precisely because it symbolized the failure of the
political dialogue between the Quaid-i-Azam and the Gongress
lcadership. The claims of both Pakistan and lndia to Kashmir may
bc inconsistent. The inconsistency of Pakistan's claim to Kashmir
on the basis of majority religion is ultimately rooted in the deeper
inconsistency of the Quaid-,i-Azam himself-the secular nationalist,
tle n:ocrat and Indian Muslim for the modern world. The inconsist-
crrcy of India's claim to Kashmir is ultimately rooted in the ambi-
guous political place of Muslims in the rump of tndia that was left
rrl.ler the sudden amputation of Pakistan. The proof of a historical
thcory, like the proof of a scientific theory, rests in its ability to
t'xplain the facts better than a rival theory, and readers, will have
to judge for themselves whether either of the rival mythologies is
lrctrter than the brief, speculative and, of course, highly simplified
llrcrlry which is given here. But two critical facts may be considered
:rs tests: the secession of Bangladesh from Pakistan, and the growth
ol Sikh and Hindu communalism inside India. The former contra-
tlir:tccl the myth that Pakistan could be defined solely by religious
irlcntity. The latter has contradicted the Bharat myth that secularism
rs .just a matter of papering over religious and cultural differences
with a few nice slogans. What is possible instead is that the Quaid-
r Azam and the Congress leadership were both actually committed
lo sccularism and the unity of the subcontinent, but the situation
collapsed into chaos because of the complexity of the game being
plrryc'd in a larger random environment.

As things stand today, Kashmir, in the opinion of the editors,
rrrrrst be demilitarized and unified by both countries sooner or
l:rtt'r, and it must be done without force. There has been enough
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needless bloodshe<I on the subcontinent over the past 40 years'

Modern Pakistanis and Indians are free peoples who can voluntarily

agree in their own interests to alter the terms set hurriedly by

Attlee or Mountbatten in the Indian Independence Act 1947'

Nobody but we ourselves keeps us prisoners of superficial defini-

tions of who we are or might be.

The subcontinent could evolve its political identity over a period

of time on the pattern of Western Europe' with open borders and

tariffs to the outside world, with the free movement of people'

capital, ideas and culture. Large armed forces could be reduced

and transformed in a manner that would enhance the security of

each nation. The real and peaceful economic revolution of the

rnasses of the subcontinent would then be able to begin.'

PART I

Politics alrd $ociety


